These represent phenotypic expressions of the underlying pathology that leads to autistic symptoms. Examples demonstrate how these connectivity metrics can be used to understand autistic disturbances and formulate neurofeedback strategies for remedying these difficulties.
KEYWORDS. Assessment, autism, coherence, EEG, hypo=hyperconnectivity, neurofeedback, theory, treatment Autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a group of pervasive developmental disabilities characterized by deficits in communication, social interaction, and restricted repetitive behavior. The spectrum includes Autistic Disorder, Rett's Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder, Asperger Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS; Tidmarsh & Volkmar, 2003) . Research indicates the prevalence of these disorders is on the rise, with studies indicating that about 1 out of 150 eight-year-old children will be diagnosed with an ASD (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006) . Although persons with ASD share some similarity, each disorder has its own unique characteristics, which permit different diagnoses. Autistic Disorder is characterized by impaired social interaction, delay, or total lack of spoken language and communication, as well as repetitive stereotyped behaviors, interests or activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) . Asperger's Disorder is often associated with high cognitive function, literal pedantic speech, difficulty comprehending implied meaning, problems with fluid movement, and inappropriate social interaction. PDD-NOS refers to the category of deficits in language and social skills that do not meet the criteria for other disorders. In contrast, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and Rett's Disorder are characterized by intervals of normal early development followed by loss of previously acquired skills. Although communication and social skill deficits are common among these conditions, there remains a substantial degree of variability in terms of onset and severity of symptomatology within the autistic spectrum of disorders (Attwood, 1998; Hamilton, 2000; McCandless, 2005; Sicile-Kira, 2004; Siegel, 1996) .
NEUROPATHOLOGY IN AUTISM
Early evidence of abnormal brain morphology came from Kanner (1943) , who noted an enlargement of the heads of autistic children. Kanner's anecdotal findings were then corroborated by a plethora of more controlled studies. Macrocephaly has been found in approximately 20% of autistic individuals (Bailey, Luthert, & Bolton, 1993; Courchesne, Carper, & Akshoomoff, 2003; Davidovich, Patterson, & Gartside, 1996) and is supported by results from neuroimaging Filipek et al., 1992; Piven, Arndt, Bailey, & Andreasen, 1996) and increased brain weight (Bailey et al., 1998; Courchesne, Muller, & Saitoh, 1999) . Specifically, there may be an increase in temporal, parietal, and occipital lobe volume but not the frontal lobe (Piven et al., 1996) . This pattern may be interpreted as either abnormal posterior brain enlargement or a frontal lobe abnormality in which the frontal lobes lag behind the rest of the brain in their development. Kemper and Bauman (1993) investigated alterations in limbic areas by reviewing the findings of several case reports. Their analyses from six autistic subjects of varying ages revealed increased cell packing density and reduced cell size in the hippocampus, subiculum, amygdala, and to a lesser extent in the entorhinal cortex, mammillary bodies, and septal nuclei. Other studies showed a decrease in Purkinje cell density in the cerebellum of autistic cases (Bailey et al., 1998; Kember & Bauman, 1993) . Kemper and Bauman (1998) interpreted these findings as a hindrance in the normal developmental process, probably largely prenatal in origin. Other brain abnormalities include cortical dysgenesis, as evidenced by increased neuronal density, thickened cortex, presence of neurons in the molecular layer, irregular laminar patterns, and poor gray-white matter boundaries (Bailey et al., 1998) , suggesting aberration in cortical lamination and apoptosis (Rorke, 1994) .
In an attempt to localize cerebral dysfunction in Autism, various functional neuroimaging studies were conducted. Schmitz et al. (2006) utilized functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine the neural correlates of executive function in ASD. Their findings indicated that ASD individuals had significantly increased brain activity, as indicated by the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response, associated with the left inferior and orbital frontal gyrus (associated with motor inhibition), left insula (regulating interference inhibition), and parietal lobes (required for set shifting). Increased frontal gray matter density in areas of increased functional activation was also observed in ASD . In a proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy study, increased frontal metabolite levels were associated with obsessional behavior in Asperger Syndrome (Murphy et al., 2002) . Anomalies in brain metabolites were reported in amygdalahippocampal regions in ASD (Page et al., 2006) . Using positron emission tomography (PET), Boddaert et al. (2002) found significant bilateral temporal hypoperfusion in the superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus in 77% of the children with Autism. Other research utilizing functional neuroimaging linked social cognition dysfunction and language deficits in Autism to neural substrates (Just, Cherkassky, Keller, & Minshew, 2004; McAlonan et al., 2005; Pelphrey, Adolphs, & Morris, 2005; Welchew et al., 2005) . McAlonan et al. (2005) investigated brain structural changes linked to Autism using voxel-based MRI. Their results indicated that children with Autism had a significant reduction in total gray matter volume, particularly within fronto-striatal and parietal networks and increased cerebral spinal fluid volume. In addition, white matter was reduced in the cerebellum, left internal capsule, and fornices (McAlonan et al., 2004) . Herbert et al. (2003) performed an MRI-based morphometric analysis of the brains of 17 autistic children to investigate both total brain volume and specific brain regions and found whole brain volume was moderately increased. Factor analysis was then used to subgroup brain regions based on intercorrelations. The first grouping showed enlargement of diencephalon, caudate, globus pallidus-putamen, cerebellum and brainstem areas. Their second grouping suggested possible smaller adjusted volumes in the autistic group in cerebral cortex and hippocampus-amygdala. The third grouping, which included cerebral white matter, showed increased volume compared to controls.
The study by Herbert et al. (2003) demonstrated the heterogeneity of brain differences in autism and the difficulty in looking for a specific brain area to be implicated in the disorder. It was suggested that there may be abnormalities in the pathways and that pervasive core processing deficits, impaired complex information processing, or weak central coherence in Autism may be associated with abnormal white matter. Deficits in cross-modal information processing and intrahemispheric as well as corticocortical connections may be linked to behavior and communication impairment in Autism (Herbert et al., 2004) . Cell minicolumn anomalies of the cerebral cortex representing connectivity linking afferent, efferent, and interneuronal connections have been reported in Autism (Casanova, Buxhoeveden, & Brown, 2002) . Abnormal neural connectivity can affect different levels of processing within local networks (Bertone, Mottron, Jelenic, & Faubert, 2005) . Research utilizing two-dimensional voxel-based morphometry to identify white matter density as an index of neural connectivity indicated that Autism is associated with reduced white matter concentration (Chung, Dalton, Alexander, & Davidson, 2004) . Piven, Bailey, Ranson, & Arndt (1997) examined regions of the corpus callosum in autistic individuals, finding decreased size in the body and posterior regions but not anterior subregions of the corpus callosum.
NEURAL CONNECTIVITY DEFICITS IN AUTISM
The aforementioned research and multiple brain regions implicated in Autism provide support for neural connectivity deficits in Autism. Frith (2003) suggested that autistic behaviors may be explained by their lack of ability to integrate information and instead to focus obsessively on details. She believed that this was because of a lack of communication between frontal brain areas that would typically integrate the information with more posterior areas (Wickelgren, 2005) . Since that time, much research has been conducted in support of this connectivity deficit hypothesis.
Research utilizing fMRI has reported a pattern of underconnectivity in Autism (Just, Cherkassky, Keller, Kana, & Minshew, 2007) . A decreased degree of synchronization (the correlation of time series activation) between frontal and parietal areas of activation was noted during a task of executive function. Furthermore, the size of the genu of the corpus callosum was correlated with frontalparietal connectivity. These findings suggest that cortical underconnectivity is associated with a deficit in the neural and cognitive integration of information (Just, Cherkassky, Keller, Kana, & Minshew, 2007) . McAlonan et al. (2005) found anomalies in the anatomy (reduction in total gray matter volume) and connectivity (associated with interregional gray matter correlations) of limbic-striatal social brain systems in Autism. Just, Cherkassky, Keller, & Minshew (2004) found evidence of underconnectivity associated with reduced cortical activation and synchronization as indicated by number of voxels activated during an fMRI sentence comprehension task.
In addition to disturbed connectivity during cognitive tasks, functional underconnectivity was reported in the resting brain state in Autism (Cherkassky, Kana, Keller, & Just, 2006) . By comparing the resting-state in an autistic group to a control group using fMRI, the two groups showed similar levels of activation. However, the autistic group showed lower functional connectivity between various brain regions. Specifically, they found significantly decreased connectivity between the anterior cingulate region with the posterior cingulate and precuneus, between the left parahippocampal gyrus with various other regions, and lower overall left hemisphere connectivity. In addition, they found a positive correlation between the size of the rostral body of the corpus callosum and functional connectivity between the left frontal and posterior regions in Autism. The lack of coordination among neural centers in Autism is evident in the resting state as well as during complex tasks and provides support for Autism as a disorder of neural systems rather than a focal disorder (Cherkassky et al., 2006) .
Autism has also been classified as a disorder of arousal-modulating systems associated with atypically increased functional connectivity in addition to areas of underconnectivity. Research utilizing fMRI BOLD signal during simple visuomotor coordination has indicated greater thalamocortical functional connectivity in Autism. Excessive connectivity was noted in the left insula, right postcentral, and middle frontal regions. Increased thalamocortical functional connectivity may be associated with excessive synaptic generation and reduced pruning, which may be linked to brain enlargement in Autism (Mizuno, Villalobos, Davies, Dahl, & Muller, 2006) . Courchesne and Pierce (2005) described a pattern of overconnectivity (hyperconnectivity) within the frontal lobe, with longdistance disconnection (hypoconnectivity) between the frontal lobe and other brain regions associated with ASD. This pattern of abnormal connectivity disrupts the ability of the frontal lobes to integrate information from emotional, language, sensory, and autonomic systems (Courchesne & Pierce, 2005) . Because EEG measures electrical activity across the brain with high temporal resolution, it lends itself well to the investigation of connectivity through EEG coherence measurement.
EEG FINDINGS IN AUTISM
Computerized EEG analyses indicated that children with Autism have significantly 164 JOURNAL OF NEUROTHERAPY greater coherence between hemispheres in the beta band than mentally handicapped, normal children, or toddlers (Cantor, Thatcher, Hrybyk, & Kaye, 1986) . They also had higher coherence in the alpha band than normal controls and less inter-and intrahemispheric asymmetry than either normal controls or mentally handicapped children. These findings would appear to suggest that the EEG is a useful and valid means of measuring connectivity anomalies in this population. Murias, Webb, Greenson, and Dawson (2007) assessed functional connectivity with EEG coherence during an eyes closed resting state. Relative to controls, individuals with ASD showed long range alpha band coherence reductions in frontal-occipital and fronal-parietal areas. The alpha band represents more globally dominant functions, which are more dependent on corticocortical and callosal fibers (Nunez, 1995; Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006) . Individuals with ASD also showed increased coherence at temporal recording sites between 3 and 6 Hz, reflecting intact locally dominant cortical activity. These findings support the hypothesis of a weak connection between frontal and other areas.
Coben, Clarke, Hudspeth, and Barry (2008) using quantitative EEG (QEEG) found that autistic children showed decreased intrahemispheric coherences across short-medium as well as long interelectrode distances within delta and theta bands. In addition, there were reduced interhemispheric coherences in the alpha band in temporal regions, and reduced interhemispheric coherences in beta in central, parietal, and occipital regions. Greater relative theta was especially prevalent in the right posterior region, while lower beta was noted across the right hemisphere, especially over the right frontal region.
CONNECTIVITY THEORY
The most robust white matter fiber tract in the brain, the corpus callosum, connects most of the two cerebral hemispheres and plays a major role in cerebral connectivity. Several studies have found this pathway to be aberrant in Autism. Courchesne, Press, and Yeung-Courchesne (1993) found thinning, particularly in the posterior body of the corpus callosum. Since their original finding, several others have found abnormalities of the corpus callosum including decreased density in the genu, and splenium (Chung et al., 2004; Vidal et al., 2006) , disproportionately smaller corpus callosum relative to cerebral volume (Boger-Megiddo et al., 2006) , and small corpus callosum volumes, high mean diffusivity, low anisotropy, and increased radial diffusivity (Alexander et al., 2007) .
Although numerous studies suggest there is an increase in total brain volume in Autism, this anomaly does not appear to be present at birth. Rather, during the first 2 years of life there is overgrowth, followed by a decrease in the normal growth process (Courchesne, 2004; Courchesne et al., 2001) . It was suggested that the reason for this abnormal growth process is that there may be dysfunction in the normal pruning process (Frith, 2003) . By dividing cerebral white matter with a white matter parcellation technique, Herbert et al. (2004) found that the increase in white matter was in the radiate (outer) zones of all cerebral lobes and longer myelinating regions. In contrast, inner zone white matter volumes showed no difference compared to a control group. Because deeper myelination occurs earlier on, the authors interpreted this finding as supporting a postnatal disturbance which disrupts primarily intrahemispheric and coritco-cortical connections.
In a review of neuropathological findings in Autism, Herbert (2005) indicated that neuroinflammation is present in Autism and contributes to the increased cranial volume. The overall increase in volume may result in dysfunction of the ability to integrate information between different parts of the brain. Herbert further speculated that disconnectivity may result in specific dysfunction, not just pervasive, nonspecific deficits. Therefore, domains most likely to be affected by the inflammatory response are those which require more coordination and communication between brain areas, such as language and executive functioning.
Courchesne, Redcay, Morgan, and Kennedy (2005) provide a detailed explanation of the disruption of connectivity in the autistic brain. There are an excess number of neurons in the frontal cortex but not in lower=basic level systems. Excess frontal cortical neurons may produce excessive connectivity, as neurons that are excited near one another will tend to connect to each other. Nonfrontal cortical connectivity, on the other hand, would be diminished because of a lack of coherent bursts of activity. The result is a hyperconnected frontal cortex ''disconnected'' from the rest of the brain (Courchesne & Pierce, 2005) . This local hyperconnectivity within frontal cortex is disorganized, however, preventing normal frontal lobe functioning. Normally, frontal cortex is responsible for integrating and directing different brain areas. Clearly, this ability is critically dependent on intact connections with other brain regions, and is shown to be severely disrupted in autism.
The connectivity theory of autism has become an empirically supported theory describing the neurobiological basis of Autism, with evidence suggesting that it is an overgrowth of white matter during the first 2 years of life, followed by a retardation of growth thereafter, which leads to disordered connectivity (Hughes, 2007) . At least two critical issues result from the aforementioned findings. First, through scientific investigation, we must learn how to prevent these problems from taking place. Second, we must improve the evaluation and treatment of connectivity disturbances after they occur. The EEG appears to be good candidate for the evaluation of neural connectivity in Autism, based on coherence analyses. Specifically, we propose that EEG neurofeedback can be utilized to remedy aberrant coherence patterns. Next we discuss connectivity evaluations and how neurofeedback has been used to treat them.
CONNECTIVITY PATTERNS IN AUTISM
Evidence from the research studies just discussed and data from recent EEG coherence studies indicate that there may be as many as seven abnormal connectivity patterns in Autism. These connectivity patterns were determined based on research studies we have conducted as well as clinical observation and experience. QEEG analysis measures functional connectivity between different areas of the brain based on phase synchrony, or the degree to which two signals maintain a phase locked relationship over time (Walker, Norman, & Weber, 2002) . Another, more pure view of coherence is defined by Otnes and Enochson (1972) as the squared cross-correlation between two waveforms within a given frequency band that has been normalized for amplitude. Consistent with existing research showing disordered connectivity, coherence anomalies appear to be the primary dysfunction in Autism. Treatment goals may be based on coherence anomalies identified by QEEG analysis. Based on specific patterns of increased or decreased coherence identified neurofeedback can be used to return these patterns to normal or near normal levels. Neurofeedback is typically based on an operant conditioning model, in which a computer analyzed signal is fed back to the trainee in real time along with a more easily understood signal on a computer monitor, which can be reinforced (Walker & Kozlowski, 2005) . Increased coherence between brain regions may be downtrained, whereas decreased coherence between brain regions may be uptrained. Studies have shown that in addition to changing coherence as assessed by EEG, coherence training produces behavioral and functional improvements (Walker & Kozlowski, 2005; Walker et al., 2002) . We propose and provide evidence that by identifying the specific coherence anomaly in Autism, neurofeedback can be used to remedy the aberrant connectivity pattern, resulting in cognitive and behavioral improvements as well. In sum, coherence anomalies may be the primary dysfunction in autism, EEG can 166 JOURNAL OF NEUROTHERAPY identify this, and neurofeedback can remedy it, at least in part.
The following images are shown as exemplars of the connectivity abnormalities that we have identified. These figures utilize the NRep analysis system (Hudspeth, 1999) . The value, use, and interpretation of these images are discussed in detail in Hudspeth's (2008) article in the upcoming companion volume on connectivity. The interested reader can refer to this article as an aide to interpreting the images.
Frontotemporal Hyperconnectivity
Figures 1a and 1b show an autistic individual who displayed a pattern of bilateral frontotemporal interhemispheric hyperconnectivity. Evidence in support of this pattern comes from white matter functional anisotropy investigated through Diffusion Tensor Imaging (Barnea-Goraly et al., 2004) , increases in cerebral white matter volume in frontal cortex (Herbert et al., 2004) , abnormally small minicolumns in frontal areas (Buxhoeveden, Semendeferi, Schenker, & Courchesne, 2004) , abnormally long and thin dendritic spines present in high density (Belmonte et al., 2004) , and numerous studies showing behavioral and neuropsychological (executive) dysfunction (Courchesne & Pierce, 2005) , all of which are suggestive of frontal dysfunction through overconnectivity. In an fMRI study, Mizuno et al. (2006) found more extensive connectivity in the left insula and right postcentral and middle frontal regions in comparison to control participants. Coben and Padolsky (2007) performed the largest neurofeedback study demonstrating efficacy for Autism. Their individualized treatment protocol was based on the combined use of multiple assessment instruments (neuropsychological testing, rating scales, etc.) with a heavy emphasis on initial QEEG, which included analysis of absolute, relative power, and connectivity measures. Assessment-guided neurofeedback was conducted in 20 sessions with a focus on reducing hyperconnectivity, which was frequently observed in posterior frontal to anterior-temporal regions. Their use of a bipolar montage permitted the neurofeedback to reinforce interhemispheric communication while reducing hyperconnectivity within and across brain regions. Reward bands were established based on the regions and frequencies of maximal hyperconnectivity. The hypothesis underlying this approach was that as the two waveforms at these locations become more disparate (i.e., reward band increases its amplitude), the coherence (or similarity) between the sites should decrease. QEEG analysis indicated that 77% of the experimental group showed a decrease in hyperconnectivity (see Figure 1c as an example of reduced connectivity following neurofeedback). The reduction of hyperconnectivity patterns in the experimental group was statistically significant; in addition, the reduction in cerebral hyperconnectivity was associated with positive clinical outcomes as indicated by reduced scores on the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist (Rimland & Edelson, 2000) , Gilliam Asperger's Disorder Scale (Gilliam, 2001) , Behavior Rating in Executive Functioning (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000) , and Personality Inventory for Children-2 (Lachar & Gruber, 2001 ). Improved ratings of ASD symptoms reflected an 89% success rate, and there was an average 40% reduction in core ASD symptomatology. The crucial factor in explaining improved clinical outcomes in the experimental group may be the use of assessment-guided neurofeedback to reduce cerebral hyperconnectivity.
Reducing interhemispheric bilateral hyperconnectivity in autistic children can lead to improvements in many realms. This often includes, but it is not limited to, enhancements of attention, self-regulatory functions, social behavior, and communication skills. Figure 2a shows an example of an autistic individual with frontal (orbitofrontal) hypoconnectivity, an area implicated in many aspects of social behavior. Reasoning, the ability to represent the mental states of Scientific Articlesothers, plays a crucial role in social abilities and has been established as a core deficit in Autism ( Baron-Cohen, 2001 ). Neuropsychological evidence suggests that emotion recognition, thought to tap into theory of mind abilities, may be impaired following amygdala and other orbitofrontal damage (Hornak, Rolls, & Wade, 1996) . In a PET study, temporal hypoperfusion in the superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus was found in 77% of autistic children (Boddaert et al., 2002) . Abnormalities have also been found in the functional integration of the amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus (Welchew et al., 2005) . Sabbagh and Taylor (2000) performed an event-related potential study and identified orbitofrontal cortex and medial temporal cortex as strongly related to theory of mind decoding, based on the low-resolution electromagnetic tomography technique. Because this ability is known to be impaired in Autism, the authors conclude that this brain area is likely implicated in the disorder and may provide clues for effective therapeutic strategies. Coben (2006) investigated the effects of hemoencephalography (HEG) neurofeedback on Autism symptoms. In this study, 28 autistic patients were provided assessment guided (based on neuropsychological testing, EEG, and infrared [IR] imaging) near IR (NIR) or passive IR (PIR) HEG for at least 20 sessions, conducted twice weekly, for a duration of 15 to 25 min. A threshold-based control over a DVD player provided operant reinforcement of targeted brain activity. The objective was to increase the NIR=PIR HEG signal to exceed the threshold setting for the movie to continue or resume playing. Maximum output of IR radiation was associated with mental states of low anxiety and frustration while maintaining a high degree of sustained concentration. It is believed that prefrontal PIR HEG training tends to suppress dysregulated activity throughout the brain, not just frontally (Carmen, 2004) . Results indicated significant and dramatic improvements in multiple areas, including social interaction, social communication, and cognitive impairments as rated by the Autism Treatment Evaluation Checklist. These functional improvements accompanied significant changes between pre-and post-EEG (see Figure 2b ) and IR imaging sessions, which indicated an increase in frontal (orbitofrontal) connectivity. Coben's results indicate that remediating hypoconnectivity in orbitofrontal areas may result in social and behavioral improvements. This result is consistents with dysfunction in these areas in autism and neuropsychological studies implicating these brain areas with social behavior.
Frontal (Orbitofrontal) Hypoconnectivity

Mu Rhythm Complex
Mirror neurons were first discovered by Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, and Fogassi (1996) in the premotor cortex (area F5, or Broca's area in humans) of macaque monkeys with single unit electrode recordings. These are neurons that fire in response to the observation of an action by a conspecific (an organism belonging to the same species as another) that an individual would normally perform. This mirror neuron system (MNS) consists of an observation=execution cution system, which seems to be critical in the ability to understand and imitate other's behavior and has been implicated in several of the cognitive functions known to be impaired in Autism, including imitation, theory of mind, language, and empathy (Oberman et al., 2005) . Oberman and colleagues recently found evidence of a dysfunctional MNS in high functioning individuals with ASD. EEG oscillations in the mu frequency (8-13Hz) over the sensorimotor cortex were associated with deficient mirror neuron activity. Mu power is reduced or suppressed in individuals with typical development when they perform movements or observe the actions of others. It was found that high-functioning individuals with ASD failed to suppress mu wave activity of the MNS while observing hand movement. In contrast, controls were able to suppress mu wave activity while observing as well as imitating hand movement.
Findings in Figure 3a show the mu rhythm complex (coherence patterns) as seen in an individual with autism. The presence of mu is a sign of dysfunction in the MNS, as it should be suppressed. In this figure, a large area of hypocoherence can be seen between central and frontal sites. The displacement of electrodes from where they normally would be causes some areas to be bunched up (hypercoherent) and others to be spread out (hypocoherent). Impairment in the MNS may contribute to social deficits in understanding and appropriately responding to other's behavior evident in highfunctioning individuals with ASD (Oberman et al., 2005) .
Because mu rhythm is generated by sensorimotor cortex and is suppressed when performing or observing an action, the disturbance of mu suppression in Autism is likely the result of a deficiency in coherence between central and frontal areas. This theory is also consistent with all the evidence suggesting deficient connectivity between 
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JOURNAL OF NEUROTHERAPY frontal and other areas, as described previously. If autistic individuals do not decrease mu while engaging in social activities, they likely will not learn how to interact effectively and in a way that facilitates healthy relationships. Coherence training, in which brain waves of specific frequency are trained to peak and trough at the same time, may allow for the suppression of mu. Coben, Hudspeth, Sherlin, Myers, and Kurowski (2008) examined connectivity and source localization of amplitude=power changes related to mu oscillations in autistic children. The findings showed mu to involve a system localized to temporo-limbic and frontal structures with hypoconnectivity between frontal and temporal=central sites. As a result, they theorized that increasing coherence between these regions might reduce mu oscillations. To test this hypothesis, Coben and Hudspeth (2006) provided EEG coherence training to autistic individuals by rewarding the coherence between central electrode sites with those of the lateral frontal region, where mirror neurons are located around the inferior frontal gyrus. Their results indicated significant reductions in mu activity (see Figure 3b for a sample of reduced mu activity) and improvements in social skills and social pragmatics. These reductions are shown as percentage increases in coherence. Areas with the largest change scores in area 3b correspond to area 3a which were shown to be hypocoherent.
Right Posterior (Occipital-ParietalTemporal) Hypoconnectivity
Coben et al. (2008) investigated quantitative EEG findings in Autism during an eyes-closed resting condition. Findings showed excessive slow wave (theta) activity over right posterior regions in addition to underconnectivity across delta, theta, and beta bands. Further evidence for posterior abnormal connectivity comes from studies of face processing. Behavioral studies have shown that autistic patients do not show the typically seen advantage of viewing faces upright as opposed to inverted (Hobson, Ouston, & Lee, 1988) and that they tend to focus on facial features more than the gestalt of a face (Weeks & Hobson, 1987) . Autistic patients do not appear to process faces in the same way as nonautistic individuals, suggesting there may be abnormal brain pathways involved. In fact, Pierce, Mü ller, Ambrose, Allen, and Courchesne (2001) demonstrated with fMRI that they do not use the same brain regions as a group of normal controls when viewing faces. Furthermore, whereas the control group showed maximum activation in the expected fusiform area, those in the autistic group showed a pattern of ''individual-specific, scattered activation,'' suggesting that faulty connections in this area preclude these individuals from using traditional areas used in face processing. Instead, of using traditional areas (fusiform), autistic individuals use idiosyncratic patterns of activation which allow them to process the information.
In addition, McPartland, Dawson, Webb, Panagiotides, and Carver (2004) conducted an event-related potential study to investigate the temporal dynamics of face processing in Autism. In their study the autistic group showed longer N170 latencies to faces but not to nonface objects and failed to show the expected longer N170 latency to inverted faces relative to upright faces. The fact that the autistic group processes inverted faces more similarly to upright faces than the control group can be taken to indicate that autistic individuals do not process faces the same as nonautistics. In this specific type of measurement (N170 latency), there was no difference between viewing faces upright or inverted for autistics.
One patient's EEG data showing right posterior hypoconnectivity is displayed in Figure 4a . Change scores in multivariate connectivity are depicted in Figure 4b , which indicate that following coherence training, connectivity increased in posterior regions. With increased connectivity in areas which were previously under connected, there will be increased communication and transfer of information. Coherence training between occipital-temporal and medial temporal areas on the right side increased coherence between these areas, which correspond to the areas of facial processing. Improvements following such coherence training often include enhanced social pragmatics, interaction skills, visual-perceptual=facial=prosodic processing skills. There are often associated improvements in attention and academic functioning as well.
Frontal-Posterior Hypoconnectivity
As previously noted, cortical underconnectivity between frontal and parietal areas was observed with fMRI during tasks of executive functioning (Just et al., 2007) . Horowitz, Rumsey, Grady, and Rapoport (1988) used PET during a resting state to examine connectivity through glucose metabolism correlations in Autism and found reduced intra-and interhemispheric connectivity between frontal and parietal areas. A recent functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging study (fcMRI) investigated the integrity of the dorsal stream connection of visual information between occipital and posterior=superior parietal cortex (Villalobos, Mizuno, Dahl, Kemmotsu, and Mü ller, 2005) . However, they also used this pathway to examine the involvement of frontal regions possibly containing mirror neurons, as evidence suggests that the dorsal stream also connects to frontal areas (Goodale, 2000) . In an fMRI study of autistic men, Villalobos et al. (2005) found that, whereas functional connectivity between primary visual cortex and superior parietal regions was intact, connectivity between primary visual cortex and inferior frontal cortex (BA 44 and 45 areas presumed to contain mirror neurons) was significantly reduced. The authors interpreted this finding as indicating a deficient connection between frontal areas containing mirror neurons and visual cortical areas, consistent with previous findings of mirror neuron dysfunction in Autism. Belmonte et al. (2004) reported preliminary EEG data on decreased and=or delayed gamma activity over the frontal cortex and visual processing areas, which they took to suggest disrupted neural signaling and abnormal regional activation patterns.
Recent EEG data collected on an autistic patient (see Figure 5a ) serve as an example of Belmonte's findings and further support the frontal-posterior hypoconnectivity pattern seen in Autism. This pattern of hypoconnectivity can be reduced and coherence enhanced through coherence training. Figure 5b shows this increase in connectivity between frontal and posterior regions, particularly in the Delta and Theta bands, following coherence training.
Left Hemisphere Hypoconnectivity
In a baseline-resting state fMRI study, Cherkassky et al. (2006) found that connectivity within the left hemisphere was significantly lower in an autistic group relative to a group of control subjects. As described previously, Just et al. (2004) measured functional connectivity with fMRI during a sentence comprehension task. They found that connectivity was lower throughout left hemisphere language areas relative to controls, indicating reduced synchronization and poor integration of information at more complex levels of processing, as opposed to single word decoding which showed intact functioning. Figure 6a shows evidence of left hemisphere hypoconnectivity in an autistic individual. Decreased connectivity in the left hemisphere is indicated by the long lines between electrode sites of the left hemisphere. However, following coherence training, change scores in Figure 6b show a clear increase in connectivity in the Delta band, and particularly in the Theta band.
Left Hemisphere Intrahemispheric Hyperconnectivity
In contrast to the previous pattern of left hemisphere hypoconnectivity, Autism has also been associated with a pattern of left hemisphere hyperconnectivity. Murias et al. (2007) examined EEG coherence during a resting state in male adults with Autism. They found increased coherence in the delta range of frontal and temporal regions of the left hemisphere in comparison to nonautistic individuals, suggesting local overconnectivity. Although there may be limited evidence from neuroimaging studies regarding hyperconnectivity in the left hemisphere in Autism, the language deficits apparent in almost all autistics suggests that the left hemisphere may be dysfunctionally connected. There is EEG evidence to suggest that autistics show atypical patterns of cerebral lateralization, in which the right hemisphere may be dominant for both language and spatial functions (Dawson, Warrenburg, & Fuller, 1982) , further implicating abnormal left hemisphere functioning. As has been discussed throughout this article, Autism is associated with both under-and overconnectivity. Either pattern is abnormal so we would expect these individuals to express this dysfunction behaviorally. Figure 7a shows this pattern of left intrahemispheric hyperconnectivity in an autistic individual. Figure 7b shows a clear decrease in connectivity in the left hemisphere following coherence training.
Treatment of coherence anomalies over the left cerebral hemisphere often translates into improvements in communication and academic skills. As a result, improvements in other realms can be evident as well.
DISCUSSION
Autism has been associated with numerous neuroanatomical abnormalities, making it difficult to pinpoint a specific cause of the behavioral manifestation of the disorder. The connectivity theory of Autism presents a new and empirically supported view of the cause of dysfunction seen. There are abnormalities in major white matter tracts that form the connections between neural regions (Chung et al., 2004 , Herbert et al., 2004 , particularly in the corpus callosum (Cherkassky et al., 2006; Courchesne et al., 1993; Just et al., 2007) . Functional imaging demonstrated abnormal connectivity patterns (Cherkassky et al., 2006; Mizuno et al., 2006) and recent studies have used EEG coherence to show abnormal connectivity patterns Coben & Hudspeth, 2006; Murias et al., 2007) . We provide evidence for seven different aberrant connectivity patterns from existing research and clinical case examples and the value of EEG coherence in both the assessment and treatment of these patterns. These anomalous connectivity patterns form a beginning typology of the phenotypic expression of underlying autistic brain dysfunction. Perhaps the most prominent pattern is that of frontal hyperconnectivity, in which frontal areas are overconnected with themselves, as proposed by Courchesne and Pierce (2005) . This pattern leads to a lack of communication between frontal areas because existing connections are faulty. In addition, frontal areas are underconnected with other brain areas, rendering them unable to perform their normal integrative functions in directing other brain regions. Treatment goals may be based on coherence anomalies identified by QEEG analysis. By establishing reward bands between electrode sites, increased coherence between brain regions may be downtrained while decreased coherence between brain regions may be uptrained.
